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Group A: NIST Community Resilience Planning
Guide Steps 1-2
• Step 1: Form A Collaborative Planning
Team


Robust community resilience plan
represents the interest of all stakeholders in
the community and benefits from
collaboration among community leaders,
public and private stakeholders, and other
interested community members.

• Step 2: Understand The Situation


The social functions and needs of a
community should drive the requirements
of the built environment for a community
to be resilient.

Source: NIST CRP Guide Volume 1,
Figure ES-3
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Questions to identify data resources for gaining
stakeholder buy-in during steps 1 and 2
How has performing a planning process like this benefitted other
communities?
How can community leaders quantify how resilient their
community is?
How will this process benefit this specific community?
What are the key points or data we can provide community
leaders to help them make their case to a Board of Supervisors,
City Council, etc.?
• Additional funding opportunities
• Reduced insurance rates
• Decreased loss of life, property, and/or economic well-being
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Approach
• Decreased time to recover economically after a hazard event
• Use the Community Resilience Planning Guide - Volume 2,
Chapter 17 for additional metrics
• Read through steps 1 and 2 of the NIST Community Resilience
Planning Guide.
• Identified the data needs listed in each section and subsection of the guide.
• Drafted strawman data table with sources pulled from the
NIST Community Resilience Planning Guide.
• Added initial list of possible data owners and where they
might be found.
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Approach (cont.)
• Worked with Group A members to identify additional sources
for data and metrics that a local community might use to
implement steps 1 and 2 in this guide.
• Held bi-weekly calls with NIST DMT Group A.
• Discussed process with group members and identified path
forward.


Addressed challenge of what comes first - metric or data

• Drew from public, private, and non-profit sector data sources
• Created matrix to track several fields (next slide)
• Will continue to refine matrix and add additional data
sources.
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Sample of Data Source Matrix
Created matrix to track the following fields:
NIST RKB Taxonomy - Strategy
NIST CRPG Step/Section
NIST CRPG Sub-step
Metric
Data

Potential Data Owner
Web Source/URL
Sector
Original Source for Metric/Data
Description/Notes
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Sources Identified
• Included in matrix:







American Red Cross – Guidebook for Creating Resilience Networks
NIST Community Resilience Planning Guide – Volumes I and II
FEMA Mitigation Framework Leadership Group (MitFLG) Draft
Community Resilience Indicators and National-Level Measures Paper
Community Resilience Building Workshop Materials
Colorado Homeland Security Resources
DHS S&T Centers of Excellence Resources

• To be included in matrix:


Federal Resilience Metrics Survey
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General Observations
• Infinite number of sources out there - this is an endless exercise!
How do we add value for a community implementing the guide?
• Identify data, metric, and tools (DMT) that address community’s
primary challenges.
• Presentation of the RKB should be customizable or searchable
based on the type of user looking at the data



Display should be more than a list of DMT – handy, not comprehensive
Should allow the user to select the types of DMT they want
o
o
o

Hazard/disaster Type
Critical Infrastructure Sector Type
Expected End User
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Top wish-list from Molly O’Donnell from Boulder
County Collaborative

• Performance goals




How to balance getting broad stakeholder input with
infrastructure sector detailed needs?
How to communicate and engage with the community?
Training for lead advocate!

• Data person!


To gather, understand, apply, analyze, communicate the
data 
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Standing Committee Meeting Objective #1
What first steps has the committee taken with the goal of
providing products that support the six-steps in the NIST
Community Resilience Planning Guide?
Are we supposed to deliver products that support the guide?
1. We do not think so. We plan to identify gaps and provide feedback to
the fellows, the CoE, and the other committees
2. We are working on the National Security Council Community
Resilience Indicators: mapping them to the steps of the CRPG,
identifying which infrastructure sectors are considered, and adding
some general comments
3. We have started the process of testing some of them for a virtual
testbed
4. We are using a tool developed by DHS for buildings, to see which
metrics are used, and how they are computed.
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Standing Committee Meeting Objective #3
How is your committee planning to address the gaps? (i.e.,
What products are already being developed? What will be
developed? What are your next steps?)
• Developing criteria for metadata, to understand who and how
should care about the various metrics (e.g. robustness,
accuracy, credibility/confidence, relevance in terms of sector
& spatio-temporal scale)
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Standing Committee Meeting Objective #1
GROUP C: Steps 5&6 / Tools
What first steps has the committee taken with the goal of
providing products that support the six-steps in the NIST
Community Resilience Planning Guide?
• We have held regular discussions on what could be useful as
supplemental materials to the Guide for steps 5&6.
• We have drafted a recommendation paper for NIST and the
CRPCC on including portfolio management practices into the
Guide
 Under review by the DMT Committee
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Standing Committee Meeting Objective #2
• What are the gaps that the standing committee has
identified as potential areas to contribute additional
products to support communities in becoming more
resilient?







We listened to Molly! We need more access to users to define user
needs. What are the questions that users have and need answers to
for each of the steps?
Need to define an initial list of specs or characteristics of usable tools
at the local level.
Identify top tools in use that meet specs.
Gap analysis to identify what else is needed.
Once out for use, need a feedback loop with users.
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Standing Committee Meeting Objective #3
How is your committee planning to address the gaps? (i.e.,
What products are already being developed? What will be
developed? What are your next steps?)
• We do not see ourselves as the creators of products/tools.
• Our goal is to influence the Federal in-house development or
COEs that are doing this.
• We can help in prioritizing list of gaps for tool development.
• Keep it simple and avoiding mistakes is key.
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